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(54) METHOD FOR WRAPPING OBJECTS

(57) _A method for wrapping an object (110) by means of a hot sheet of heat-shrink material comprises the following
operations: a)_heating a downstream portion (121) of a continuous tape (120) of heat-shrinkable material at a first
temperature; b)_cutting (130) said heated downstream portion (121) of continuous tape in order to obtain a hot sheet
(100.S1); c.1)_heating said last hot sheet (100.S1) of heat-shrinkable material to a second temperature which is slightly
lower than the softening and/or shrinking temperature of the heat-shrinkable material; c.2)_heating said last sheet
(100.S2) of heat-shrink material to a third temperature which is equal to or greater than the softening and/or shrinking
temperature of the heat-shrinkable material; d)_winding said last hot sheet (100.S3) of heat-shrinkable material having
said temperature equal to or greater than the softening and/or shrinking temperature of the heat-shrinkable material
around the article (110) to be wrapped.
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Description

Field of Invention

[0001] _The present invention relates to a method for
wrapping objects by means of hot sheets of heat-shrink-
able material.

Background of the Invention

[0002] _At present time, see patent EP_1.013.551,
methods for wrapping objects by sheets of heat shrink-
able material are known wherein, summarily, by said
methods, each individual object is wrapped one after the
other by means of a respective sheet of heat-shrinkable
material, wherein said sheet has been previously heated
to a temperature higher than the softening temperature
of the heat-shrinkable material.
[0003] _These methods have a number of drawbacks.
[0004] _A first drawback is due to the fact that said
methods do not allow to operate at high operating speeds
and, therefore, they do not allow to obtain a high wrapping
productivity.
[0005] _A second drawback is due to the fact that they
do not allow to get an uniform and/or rapid heating of the
sheet.
[0006] _A third drawback is due to the fact such methds
do not allow to get a good synchronization between the
various operations to be performed and a good execution
of the same operations.
[0007] _A fourth drawback is due to the fact that they
do not allow to get a quick format change to be carried
out in relation to the size of the sheet of material and/or
in relation to the size of the items to be packaged and/or
in relation to the type of shrinkable material of which the
sheet is composed.
[0008] _A fifth drawback is due to the fact that these
methods do not allow to get an easy execution of the
cutting of the sheets.
[0009] _A sixth disadvantage is due to the fact that they
do not allow to perform operations in relation to the tem-
perature of the sheets during the wrapping phase.

Exposure of the Invention

[0010] _The purpose of the present invention is there-
fore to solve the aforementioned drawbacks.
[0011] _The invention, which is characterized by the
claims, solves the problem of creating a method for wrap-
ping an object by means of a hot sheet of heat-shrinking
material, in which said hot sheet is wrapped in the manner
of a sleeve around the object to be wrapped, in which
said hot sheet is obtained by a continuous tape of heat-
shrinking material, in which said method is characterized
by the fact that it comprises the following steps:
a)_heating a downstream portion of the continuous tape
of heat-shrinking material to a first temperature, in which
said first temperature is lower and/or little lower than a

temperature which would not allow the cutting of said
tape; b)_cutting said heated and hot downstream portion
of the continuous tape, in order to obtain a hot sheet of
heat-shrinking material having a desired longitudinal
length; c.1)_heating said last hot sheet of heat-shrinking
material to a second temperature, in which said second
temperature is little lower than the softening and/or
shrinking temperature of the heat-shrinking material, in
order to obtain a hot sheet having a temperture little lower
than the softening and/or shrinking temperature of the
shrinking material; c.2)_heating said last hot sheet of
heat-shrinking material to a third temperature, in which
said third temperature is equal or greater than the sof-
tening and/or shrinking temperature of the heat-shrinking
material, in order to obtain a hot sheet having a temper-
ture equal or greater than the softening and/or shrinking
temperature of the heat-shrinking material; d)_wrapping
said last hot sheet of heat-shrinking material having a
temperature equal to or greater than the softening and/or
shrinking temperature of the heat-shrinking material
around the object to be packaged, in which said wrapping
comprises a front portion and a rear portion of said last
heated and hot sheet overlapping one another.
[0012] _The invention, which is characterized by the
claims, solves the problem of creating a method for pack-
aging an object by means of a hot sheet of heat-shrinking
material, in which said hot sheet is wrapped in the manner
of a sleeve around the object to be wrapped, in which
said hot sheet is obtained by a continuous tape of heat-
shrinking material, in which said method is characterized
by the fact that it comprises the following steps:
a)_heating a downstream portion of the continuous tape
of heat-shrinking material to a first temperature, in which
said first temperature is lower and/or little lower than a
temperature which would not allow to cut said tape;
b)_cutting said heated and hot downstream portion of
the continuous tape, in order to obtain a heated and hot
sheet of heat-shrinking material having a desired longi-
tudinal length; c)_heating said last heated and hot sheet
of heat-shrinking material to a second temperature, in
which said second temperture is equal or greater than
the softening and/or shrinking temperature of the heat-
shrinking material, in order to obtain a heated and hot
sheet having a temperture equal or greater than the sof-
tening and/or shrinking temperature of the heat-shrinking
material; d)_wrapping said last heated and hot sheet of
heat-shrinking material having a temperature equal to or
greater than the softening and/or shrinking temperature
of the heat-shrinking material around the object to be
wrapped, in which said wrapping comprises a front por-
tion and a rear portion of said last heated and hot sheet
overlapping one another.

Brief description of the Drawings

[0013] _Further features and advantages of the
present invention will be more evident from the following
description of two preferred practical embodiments, pro-
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vided here purely by way of example and without restric-
tive intent, made with reference to the accompanying
drawings, in which:

>_Figure 1 and 1A illustrate schematically a first em-
bodiment of the method object of the present inven-
tion;
>_Figure 2 and 2A illustrate schematically a second
embodiment of the method object of the present in-
vention.

FIRST form of Embodiment

[0014] _With reference to Figure 1, according to a first
embodiment, the method object of the present invention
is designed to wrap at least one object 110 by a hot sheet
100.S3 of heat-shrinkable material, wherein said hot
sheet 100.S3 is obtained by means of a continuous tape
120 of heat-shrinkable material, wherein said tape 120
is unwound from a reel 100.B.
[0015] _This method, summarily, in a non-limiting way,
includes a series of operations as hereinafter described.
[0016] _The heating of a downstream portion of a con-
tinuous tape 120 of heat-shrinkable material to a first tem-
perature, wherein said first temperature is lower and pref-
erably slightly lower than the temperature which does not
allow to cut easily said tape, therefore substantially a first
temperature higher than the ambient temperature and,
preferably, a first temperature comprised between 40°C
and 70°C, wherein said first temperature will be selected
with reference to the type of wrapping material and also
with reference to the thickness of the same tape material.
[0017] _The cutting 130 of said downstream portion
121 of heated continuous tape in order to obtain a sheet
100.S1 of heated and hot material having a desired lon-
gitudinal length.
[0018] _The heating of said sheet 100.S1 of heated
and hot material to a second temperature which is pref-
erably slightly lower than the softening and/or shrinking
temperature of the heat-shrinkable material, in order to
obtain a sheet 100.S2 having a temperature slightly lower
than the softening and/or shrinking temperature of the
heat-shrinkable material.
[0019] _The heating of the sheet 100.S2 of heated and
hot material to a third temperature equal or greater than
the softening and/or shrinking temperature of the heat-
shrinkable material in order to obtain a sheet 100.S3 hav-
ing a temperature equal or greater than the temperature
of softening and/or shrinking of the heat-shrink material,
[0020] _The wrapping of the last sheet 100.S3 of hot
material having a temperature equal or greater than the
softening and/or shrinking temperature around the object
110 to be packaged.
[0021] _After the wrapping of the article 110 with the
sleeve-wrapped sheet 100.S3, with a front end portion
100.S3a of the portion 100.S3 positioned under the arti-
cle 110, with a rear end portion 100.S3b of the same
sheet 100.S3 positioned under said front end portion

100.S3a, if desirable, heating can be executed in the vi-
cinity of said overlap, 100.S3a_100.S3b, in order to ob-
tain a weld between said two end portions 100.
S3a_100.S3b.
[0022] _Finally, said sheet 100.S3 is allowed to cool in
order to obtain heat shrinking with relative formation of
the package.
[0023] _With reference to Figure 1A, again according
to said first embodiment, the method object of the present
invention comprises: _a first station 100.ST1 for heating
the tape and for feeding the heated tape; _a second sta-
tion 100.ST2 for receiving of the hot tapet, for cutting the
hot tape and for feeding the hot sheets; _a third station
100.ST3 for receiving hot sheets, for heating these hot
sheets and for supplying the hot sheets; _a fourth station
100. ST4 for receiving hot sheets, for heating these hot
sheets for and for feeding hot sheets; and _a fifth station
100. ST5 for receiving hot sheets and for wrapping hot
sheets.
[0024] _With reference to said stations, 100.ST1,
100.ST2, 100.ST3, 100.ST4 and 100.ST5, the following
operating steps are performed: a)_positioning a down-
stream portion of the continuous tape of heat-shrinking
material into said first station; b)_heating in said first sta-
tion said downstream portion of said continuous tape of
heat-shrinking material to a first temperature, in which
said first temperature is little lower than the temperature
which would not allow to cut said tape; c)_transferring
said hot downstream portion of said continuous tape from
said first station in said second station; d)_cutting into
said second station said hot downstream heated portion
of the continuous tape, in order to obtain a hot sheet of
heat-shrinking material having a desired longitudinal
length; e)_transferring said last hot sheet from said sec-
ond station in said third station; f)_heating in said third
station said last hot sheet of heat-shrinking material to a
second temperature, in which said second temperature
is little lower than the softening and/or shrinking temper-
ature of the heat-shrinking material, in order to obtain a
hot sheet having a temperture little lower than the sof-
tening and/or shrinking temperature of the shrinking ma-
terial; g)_transferring said last hot sheet from said third
station in said fourth station; h)_heating in said fourth
station said last hot sheet of heat-shrinking material to a
third temperature, in which said third temperature is equal
or greater than the softening and/or shrinking tempera-
ture of the heat-shrinking material, in order to obtain a
hot sheet having a temperture equal or greater than the
softening and/or the shrinking temperature of the heat-
shrinking material; i)_transferring said last hot sheet from
said fourth station in said fifth station; l)_wrapping in said
fifth station the said last hot sheet of heat-shrinking ma-
terial having a temperature equal to or greater than the
softening and/or shrinking temperature of the heat-
shrinking material around the object to be packaged, in
which said wrapping comprises a front portion and a rear
portion of said last heated and hot sheet overlapping one
another.
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[0025] _With reference to said third temperature, if de-
sirable, it can be equal to or greater than the welding
temperature of the heat-shrinkable material and, in this
case, said last sheet 100.S3 of hot material having said
temperature equal to or greater than the welding temper-
ature of the heat-shrink material is wrapped around the
object 110 to be packaged.
[0026] _Still with reference to said third temperature,
if desirable, it can be a temperature such as to obtain the
welding between the front portion 100.S3a and the rear
portion 100.S3b of the same sheet 100.S3 when said
two portions 100.S3a and 100.S3b are arranged in mu-
tual overlap.
[0027] _With reference to the wrapping steps and to
the transporting steps of the sheet 100.S3 around the
object 110, if desired, it is also possible to heat said sheet
100.S3 during the execution of said steps.
[0028] _With reference to the step in which a down-
stream portion 121 of continuous tape 120 of heat-shrink
material is heated, again preferably, a downstream por-
tion 120.a of heat-shrinking material is moved along a
heating path having a snake like shape, in order to reduce
the overall dimensions and dissipate less heat.

SECOND form of Embodiment

[0029] _With reference to Figure 2, according to a sec-
ond embodiment, the method object of the present in-
vention is designed to wrap at least one object 10 by a
hot sheet S2 of heat-shrinkable material, in which said
hot sheet S2 is obtained by a continuous tape 20 of
shrink-wrap material, wherein said tape 20 is unwound
from a roll B.
[0030] _This method, summarily, in a non-limiting way,
includes a series of steps as hereinafter described.
[0031] _The heating of a downstream portion 21 of a
continuous tape 20 of heat-shrinkable material to a first
temperature, wherein said first temperature is lower and
preferably slightly lower than the temperature which does
not allow to cut easily said tape, therefore, substantially,
a first temperature higher than the room temperature and,
preferably, a first temperature comprised between 40°C
and 70°C, wherein said first temperature will be selected
with reference to the type of wrapping material and also
with reference to the thickness of the same tape material.
[0032] _The cutting 130 , for example in the point 30,
of said heated downstream portion 21 of heated contin-
uous tape, in order to obtain a sheet S1 of material, in
which said sheet S1 is a heated and hot sheet having a
desired longitudinal length.
[0033] _The heating of said sheet S1 of heated and
hot material having a temperature slightly lower than the
temperature which does not allow to cut the tape to a
second temperature which is equal to or greater than the
softening and/or shrinking temperature of the heat-
shrinkable material, in order to obtain a sheet S2 having
a temperature equal or greater than the softening and/or
shrinking temperature.

[0034] _Wrapping said last heated and hot sheet S2
of heat-shrinking material having a temperature equal to
or greater than the softening and/or shrinking tempera-
ture of the heat-shrinking material around the object 10
to be wrapped, in which said wrapping comprises a front
portion S2a and a rear portion S2b of said last heated
and hot sheet S2 overlapping one another.
[0035] _After the wrapping of the article 10 with the
sheet S2 wound as a sleeve, with a front end portion S2a
of the sheet S2 positioned under the article 10 and with
a rear end portion S2b of the same sheet S2 positioned
under said front end portion S2a, heating can be execut-
ed in the vicinity of said overlap, S2a_S2b, in order to
obtain a weld between said two end portions S2a_S2b.
[0036] _Finally, said sheet S2 is allowed to cool in order
to obtain the heat shrinking with relative formation of the
package.
[0037] _With reference to Figure 2A, again according
to said second embodiment, the method object of the
present invention comprises: _a first station ST1 for heat-
ing tape and for feeding hot tape; _a second station ST2
for receiving hot tape, for cutting hot tape and for feeding
hot sheets; _a third station ST3 for receiving hot sheets,
for heating hot sheets and for feeding hot sheets; _a
fourth station ST4 for receiving hot sheets and for wrap-
ping hot sheets.
[0038] _With reference to said stations ST1, ST2, ST3
and ST4, the following steps are executed: a)_positioning
a downstream portion 21 of the tape 20 of heat-shrinking
material into said first station ST1; b)_heating in said first
station ST1 said downstream portion 21 of said continu-
ous tape 20 of heat-shrinking material to a first temper-
ature, in which said first temperature is lower and pref-
erably little lower than a temperature which would not
allow to cut said tape; c)_transferring said hot down-
stream portion 21 of said continuous tape 20 from said
first station ST1 in said second station ST2; d)_cutting
30 into said second station ST2 said heated and hot
downstream portion 21 of the continuous tape, in order
to obtain a hot sheet S1 of heat-shrinking material having
a desired longitudinal length; e)_transferring said last hot
sheet S1 from said second station ST2 in said third station
ST3; f)_heating in said third station ST3 said last hot
sheet S1 of heat-shrinking material to a second temper-
ature, in which said second temperature is equal or great-
er than the softening and/or shrinking temperature of the
heat-shrinking material, in order to obtain a hot sheet S2
having a temperture equal or greater with respect to the
softening and/or shrinking temperature of the heat-
shrinking material; g)_transferring said last hot sheet S2
from said third station ST3 in said fourth station ST4;
h)_wrapping in said fourth station ST4 said last hot sheet
S2 of heat-shrinking material having a temperature equal
to or greater than the softening and/or shrinking temper-
ature of the heat-shrinking material around the object 10
to be packaged, in which said wrapping comprises a front
portion S2a and a rear portion S2b of said last heated
and hot sheet S2 overlapping one another.
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[0039] _With reference to said second temperature, if
desirable, it may also be equal to or greater than the
welding temperature of the heat-shrinkable material and,
in this case, said last sheet S2 of hot material having said
temperature equal to or greater than the temperature of
welding of the heat-shrinkable material is wrapped
around the object 10 to be packaged.
[0040] Still with reference to said second temperature,
if desirable, it can be a temperature such as to obtain the
welding between the front portion S2a and the rear por-
tion S2b of the same sheet S2 when said two portions
S2a and S2b are arranged in mutual overlap.
[0041] _With reference to the wrapping steps and to
the transporting steps of the sheet S2 around the object
10, if desired, it is also possible to heat said sheet S2
during the execution of said steps.
[0042] _With reference to the steps in which a down-
stream portion 21 of continuous tape 20 of heat-shrink
material is heated, preferably said downstream portion
20.a of heat-shrinking material is moved along a heating
path having a snake like shape, in order to reduce the
overall dimensions and dissipate less heat.
[0043] _With reference to the above description by the
methods object of the present invention, with respect to
the prior art, the following results are obtained.
[0044] _The tape cutting steps are improved to obtain
the sheet, as the cutting takes place with a tape having
a temperature slightly lower than the softening and/or
shrinking temperature, and therefore a temperature in
which said tape is still rigid and it is not sticky/soggy.
[0045] _The heating process is improved to obtain the
hot sheet, as said heating takes place by means of two
or more distinct and separate steps of heating (as first
step the downstream portion of the tape is heated then
the cutted sheet is further heated by one or more steps),
allowing to modulate the heating by means of a plurality
of separate individual heating steps until the desired tem-
perature is reached.
[0046] _The heating time of the sheet is improved and
reduced, as the sheet obtained after cutting is not at room
temperature but at a higher temperature, preferably at a
tempoerature slightly lower than the softening and/or
shrinking temperature.
[0047] _The lengths of the path or of the paths for sheet
heating are improved and reduced, as the sheet obtained
after cutting is not at the room temperature but at a higher
temperature.
[0048] _The wrapping steps are improved, as during
said steps the sheet can be heated, for example in order
to maintain and/or increase the temperature for the same
sheet.
[0049] _The characteristics relating to the change of
format in relation to the size of the sheet and/or in relation
to the dimensions of the objects to be wapped are im-
proved, as it is possible to operate on a plurality of oper-
ating steps (and not on a single phase) in order to obtain
the heated sheet to the desired temperature.
[0050] _The characteristics relating to the change in

setting in relation to the type and/or thickness of the wrap-
ping film material are improved, as it is possible to operate
on a plurality of operating steps (and not on a single op-
erating phase) to obtain the sheet heated at the desired
temperature.
[0051] _The description of the above-mentioned meth-
ods is given purely by way of non-limiting example and,
therefore, it is evident that all the modifications or varia-
tions suggested by practice and/or their use, and in any
case whitin the scope of the following claims. _In this
context, the following claims also form an integrative part
for the above-described description.

Claims

1. Method for wrapping an object (110) by means of a
hot sheet of heat-shrinking material, in which said
hot sheet is wrapped in the manner of a sleeve
around the object (110) to be wrapped, in which said
hot sheet is obtained by a continuous tape (120) of
heat-shrinking material, characterized by the fact
that said method comprises the following steps:
a)_heating a downstream portion (121) of the con-
tinuous tape (120) of heat-shrinking material to a first
temperature, in which said first temperature is lower
and/or little lower than a temperature which would
not allow the cutting of said tape; b)_cutting (130)
said heated and hot downstream portion (121) of the
continuous tape, in order to obtain a hot sheet
(100.S1) of heat-shrinking material having a desired
longitudinal length; c.1)_heating said last hot sheet
(100.S1) of heat-shrinking material to a second tem-
perature, in which said second temperature is little
lower than the softening and/or shrinking tempera-
ture of the heat-shrinking material, in order to obtain
a hot sheet (100.S2) having a temperture little lower
than the softening and/or shrinking temperature of
the shrinking material; c.2)_heating said last hot
sheet (100.S2) of heat-shrinking material to a third
temperature, in which said third temperature is equal
or greater than the softening and/or shrinking tem-
perature of the heat-shrinking material, in order to
obtain a hot sheet (100.S3) having a temperture
equal or greater than the softening and/or shrinking
temperature of the heat-shrinking material;
d)_wrapping said last hot sheet (100.S3) of heat-
shrinking material having a temperature equal to or
greater than the softening and/or shrinking temper-
ature of the heat-shrinking material around the object
(110) to be packaged, in which said wrapping com-
prises a front portion (100.S3a) and a rear portion
(100.S3b) of said last heated and hot sheet (100.S3)
overlapping one another.

2. Method for wrapping an object (110) by means of a
hot sheet of heat-shrinking material, in which said
hot sheet is wrapped in the manner of a sleeve
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around the object (110) to be wrapped, in which said
hot sheet is obtained by a continuous tape (120) of
heat-shrinking material, characterized by the fact
that said method comprises: _a first station
(100.ST1) for heating tape and for feeding heated
tape; _a second station (100.ST2) for receiving hot
tape, for cutting hot tape and for feeding hot sheets;
_a third station (100.ST3) for receiving hot sheets,
for heating hot sheets and for feeding hot sheets; _a
fourth station (100.ST4) for receiving hot sheets, for
heating hot sheets and for feeding hot sheets; _a
fifth station (100.ST5) for receiving hot sheets and
for wrapping hot sheets; and characterized by the
fact that said method comprises the following steps:
a)_positioning a downstream portion (121) of the
continuous tape (120) of heat-shrinking material into
said first station (100.ST1); b)_heating in said first
station (100.ST1) said downstream portion (121) of
said continuous tape (120) of heat-shrinking material
to a first temperature, in which said first temperature
is little lower than a temperature which would not
allow to cutting said tape; c)_transferring said hot
downstream portion (121) of said continuous tape
(120) from said first station (100.ST1) in said second
station (100.ST2); d)_cutting (130) into said second
station (100.ST2) said heated and hot downstream
portion (121) of the continuous tape, in order to ob-
tain a hot sheet (100.S1) of heat-shrinking material
having a desired longitudinal length; e)_transferring
said last hot sheet (100.S1) from said second station
(100.ST2) in said third station (100.ST3); f)_heating
in said third station (100.ST3) said last hot sheet
(100.S1) of heat-shrinking material to a second tem-
perature, in which said second second temperature
is little lower than the softening and/or shrinking tem-
perature of the heat-shrinking material, in order to
obtain a hot sheet (100.S2) having a temperture little
lower than the softening and/or shrinking tempera-
ture of the shrinking material; g)_transferring said
last hot sheet (100.S2) from said third station
(100.ST3) in said fourth station (100.ST4);
h)_heating in said fourth station (100.ST4) said last
hot sheet (100.S2) of heat-shrinking material to a
third temperature, in which said third temperature is
equal or greater than the softening and/or shrinking
temperature of the heat-shrinking material, in order
to obtain a hot sheet (100.S3) having a temperture
equal or greater than the softening and/or shrinking
temperature of the heat-shrinking material;
i)_transferring said last hot sheet (100.S3) from said
fourth station (100.ST4) in said fifth station
(100.ST5); l)_wrapping in said fifth station (100.ST5)
said last hot sheet (100.S3) of heat-shrinking mate-
rial having a temperature equal to or greater than
the softening and/or shrinking temperature of the
heat-shrinking material around the object (110) to be
packaged, in which said wrapping comprises a front
portion (100.S3a) and a rear portion (100.S3b) of

said last heated and hot sheet (100.53) overlapping
one another.

3. Method according to claim 1 or 2, characterized by
the fact that said third temperature is equal or great-
er than the welding temperature of heat-shrink ma-
terial.

4. Method according to claim 1 or 2, characterized by
the fact that said third temperature is a temperature
such as to obtain the welding between the front por-
tion (100.S3a) and the rear portion (100.S3b) of said
last heated and hot sheet (100.S3) when these por-
tions (100.S3a, 100.S3.b) are overlapping one an-
other.

5. Method for packaging an object (10) by means of a
hot sheet of heat-shrinking material, in which said
hot sheet is wrapped in the manner of a sleeve
around the object (10) to be wrapped, in which said
hot sheet is obtained by a continuous tape (20) of
heat-shrinking material, characterized by the fact
that it comprises the following steps: a)_heating a
downstream portion (21) of the continuous tape (20)
of heat-shrinking material to a first temperature, in
which said first temperature is lower and/or little low-
er than a temperature which would not allow to cut
said tape; b)_cutting (30) said heated and hot down-
stream portion (21) of the continuous tape, in order
to obtain a heated and hot sheet (S1) of heat-shrink-
ing material having a desired longitudinal length;
c)_heating said last heated and hot sheet (S1) of
heat-shrinking material to a second temperature, in
which said second temperture is equal or greater
than the softening and/or shrinking temperature of
the heat-shrinking material, in order to obtain a heat-
ed and hot sheet (S2) having a temperture equal or
greater than the softening and/or shrinking temper-
ature of the heat-shrinking material; d)_wrapping
said last heated and hot sheet (S2) of heat-shrinking
material having a temperature equal to or greater
than the softening and/or shrinking temperature of
the heat-shrinking material around the object (10) to
be wrapped, in which said wrapping comprises a
front portion (S2a) and a rear portion (S2b) of said
last heated and hot sheet (S2) overlapping one an-
other.

6. Method for wrapping an object (10) by means of a
hot sheet of heat-shrinking material, in which said
hot sheet is wrapped in the manner of a sleeve
around the object (10) to be wrapped, in which said
hot sheet is obtained by a continuous tape (20) of
heat-shrinking material, characterized by the fact
that said method comprises: _a first station (ST1)
for heating tape and for feeding hot tape; _a second
station (ST2) for receiving hot tape, for cutting hot
tape and for feeding hot sheets; _a third station (ST3)
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for receiving hot sheets, for heating hot sheets and
for feeding hot sheets; _a fourth station (ST4) for
receiving hot sheets and for wrapping hot sheets;
and characterized by the fact that it comprises the
following steps: a)_positioning a downstream portion
(21) of the continuous tape (20) of heat-shrinking
material into said first station (ST1); b)_heating in
said first station (ST1) said downstream portion (21)
of said continuous tape (20) of heat-shrinking mate-
rial to a first temperature, in which said first temper-
ature is little lower than a temperature which would
not allow to cut said tape; c)_transferring said hot
downstream portion (21) of said continuous tape (20)
from said first station (ST1) in said second station
(ST2); d)_cutting (30) into said second station (ST2)
said heated and hot downstream portion (21) of the
continuous tape, in order to obtain a hot sheet (S1)
of heat-shrinking material having a desired longitu-
dinal length; e)_transferring said last hot sheet (S1)
from said second station (ST2) in said third station
(ST3); f)_heating in said third station (ST3) said last
hot sheet (S1) of heat-shrinking material to a second
temperature, in which said second temperature is
equal or greater than the softening and/or shrinking
temperature of the heat-shrinking material, in order
to obtain a hot sheet (S2) having a temperture equal
or greater with respect to the softening and/or shrink-
ing temperature of the heat-shrinking material;
g)_transferring said last hot sheet (S2) from said
third station (ST3) in said fourth station (ST4);
h)_wrapping in said fourth station (ST4) said last hot
sheet (S2) of heat-shrinking material having a tem-
perature equal to or greater than the softening and/or
shrinking temperature of the heat-shrinking material
around the object (10) to be packaged, in which said
wrapping comprises a front portion (S2a) and a rear
portion (S2b) of said last heated and hot sheet (S2)
overlapping one another.

7. Method according to claim 5 or 6, characterized by
the fact that said second temperature is equal or
greater than the welding temperature of heat-shrink
material.

8. Method according to claim 5 or 6, characterized by
the fact that said second temperature is a temper-
ature such as to obtain the welding between the front
portion (S2a) and the rear portion (S2b) of said last
heated and hot sheet (S2) when these portions (S2a,
S2b) are overlapping one another.

9. Method according to one of the preceding claims,
characterized by the fact that during the heating
of the front portion (121/21) of the continuous tape
(120/20) of heat-shrinking material said downstream
portion (121/21) of heat-shrinking material moves
along a path having a snake like shape.

10. Method according to one of the preceding claims,
characterized by the fact that said first temperature
is greater than the room temperature.

11. Method according to one of the preceding citations,
characterized by the fact that said first temperature
is between a minimum of 40°C and a maximum of
70°C.

12. Method according to one of the preceding claims,
characterized by the fact that while wrapping the
hot sheet (100.S3/S2) around the object (110/10)
said hot sheet (100.S3/S2) of heat-shrinking material
is heated.
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